If **VOTING** weren’t so important, **THEY** wouldn’t be trying so hard to **STOP** you!
North Carolina needs a leader who respects our right to vote and who will do everything in their power to protect it. We need a leader who is not afraid of the voting power of the people.

Cal Cunningham is that leader. As Senator he will work to:

- Make it easier to register to vote
- Prevent voter suppression
- Expand access to voting

We’ve come a long way... but there is still a long way to go.

North Carolina needs a leader who respects our right to vote and who will do everything in their power to protect it. We need a leader who is not afraid of the voting power of the people.

Cal Cunningham is that leader. As Senator he will work to:

- Make it easier to register to vote
- Prevent voter suppression
- Expand access to voting

Use your POWER and VOTE for Cal Cunningham for Senate.

Vote Early: Oct. 15 - Oct. 31
Election Day: Tuesday, Nov. 3